1963 yamaha

In , Yamaha competed again in the road race World GP after a year's break. The air-cooled,
2-cylinder, 2-stroke RD56 was the challenge machine for the season. The race for the cc class
prize on the Isle of Man TT unfolded with a breathtaking performance for Yamaha. The power of
the Yamaha 2-stroke certainly stood out with a 2nd from Ito, and a 4th from Hiroshi Hasegawa. It
was a first since World War II for a 2-stroke racer to place this high in the cc class at the TT
race, and Ito's podium finish marked the first time a Japanese rider had stood on the podium at
the TT. The mostly flat 7. The course also included some public road sections. There was much
anticipation leading up to the race as to how Italy's Morini would take on Yamaha and Honda,
and how Yamaha would be able to work around its 2-stroke weak point of engine brake effect.
Great weather bought out in excess of , spectators for the event. First off the line was Ito, who
took the early lead. Following hot on Ito's heels was Honda's James Redman, but the Morini
rider Tarquinio Provini, winner of the 1st and 2nd races in succession, was not able to challenge
Yamaha once throughout the entire race. The race turned out to be a battle between the
Japanese machines, that is Ito versus Redman with the ending result matching that of The Isle
of Man TT with Redman 1st followed by Ito 2nd. Yoshikazu Sunako followed up with another
4th-place finish. The Benelli with its 4-cylinder engine made a blistering start but this was soon
taken back by the Yamaha RD The order after the first lap was Yoshikazu Sunako in the lead
followed by Ito, leaving the Benelli's 4-cylinder, the single-cylinder Morini, and the 4-cylindered
Honda to follow. Apart from the change in the lead between Sunako and Ito in lap three, they
completed nine laps with no threats from the third-place rider and below. Yamaha made its first
win with a finish in the last race of its three flyover rounds that year. Ito also broke the previous
record for the race. The modified version of the production model YA5 with its newly developed
single-cylinder engine with rotary valve system was used for the cc class of the final GP of the
season in Japan. Yoshikazu Sunako rode into 7th position, however, he was not able to gain
any points for the effort. Yamaha Motor Co. No points despite finishing the race in the final
round The modified version of the production model YA5 with its newly developed
single-cylinder engine with rotary valve system was used for the cc class of the final GP of the
season in Japan. Rider Constructor Point 1 cc J. Redman Honda 44 58 2 cc T. Provini Morini 42
49 3 cc F. Ito Yamaha 26 4 cc T. Robb Honda 20 21 5 cc L. Taveri Honda 13 6 cc A. Shepherd MZ
11 7 cc Y. Sunako Yamaha 9 8 cc P. Read Yamaha 4 9 cc H. Hasegawa Yamaha 3 Pos. Make
Yamaha. Model Yzf R1. Clean title, never been crashed or dropped. Bike comes equipped with
ackopvic exhaust and crg brake levers, and fender eliminator kit. Serious injuries only. Model
Yr1. Very Rare early pre-injection model. Unrestored original paint. Complete bike. Partial
mechanical restoration. Good running condition. Working headlight, taillight and turn signals.
California Plates! Current Registration! Clear Title in hand. Garage find. Second Owner. Original
owner had stored the bike since early 70's. This model mounted a rotary disc valve intake
2-stroke single-cylinder engine with increased cooling efficiency and reliability and adopted
many advanced features of the day, including a backbone type monocoque frame,
water-resistant drum brakes and megaphone type muffler. The serviceability of the air cleaner,
carburetor and clutch were also improved to create a machine that combined sportiness and
practicality. It was also the first motorcycle to use a VM style Mikuni carburetor with a cable
operated starting carburetor. These advances made the bike easier to start and more reliable.
The rotary valve 2 stroke engine was considered fast at the time. Many of the 70's motocross
stars started racing YG1 trail bikes. Make Triumph. Originally a RARE purple and original purple
paint is still visible in the tank tunnel. First year for unit construction makes this a very
important bike for any Brit bike collector. I found this motorcycle with 3 others in the original
owners garage on display in Ohio. Parked there in with 17, original miles on title too as actual.
Tires made in England still hold up nicely with minor weather check. Matching numbers bike
and runs excellently. Brakes work perfectly! Make Harley-Davidson. Runs great, shifts great,
OEM 6 volt system. It has a 65 HD buddy seat. Needs kicker spring and front brake cylinder. I
have all the needed parts to replace both. Comes with red bottom windshield, custom made
solo seat, 63 date coded buddy seat pan, specialty tools and manual. This is a no ship, must
pick up with cash in hand deal. Make Honda. We have been selling classic and exotic cars
exclusively since ! We are located in St. Louis, Missouri in a brick and mortar 60, sq. If you or an
agent, upon completion of a scheduled inspection at our St. Louis location, find the car not to
your liking, we will refund your deposit with no questions asked. This is unique to our industry!
We offer financing through the best lenders in the industry with competitive rates. If you should
need financing to put this car in your garage, call us today at , we will make it happen for you!
Bike is also equipped with 5 speed transmission, 26mm Mikuni carburetors, twin leading shoe
front brakes, magnesium triple trees, full safety wiring, and more. As part of a collection, this
bike has been a static display piece for several years and has not been started or run recently.
Overall condition is excellent with some patina on original parts but no broken or damaged

pieces and parts that we are aware of. This bike is a fantastic piece of motorcycle racing history
and is sure to start conversations wherever it sits. Bike is sold on bill of sale only. Please
contact us for more information. Please do not bid without the intent to finalize this transaction.
Your bid is a binding contract. EBay is an advertising tool and many of our vehicles sell before
the auction ends. Call us today at to make this vehicle yours! Seller reserves the right to end
auction early. We would like to keep it that way for future customers! You will need to check
with your local government for any special rules regarding these older vehicles passing any
inspections. We will not be held liable for any vehicle not passing inspection. The vehicle is
offered with a right to a personal inspection by any bidder or agent. If you or an agent upon
completion of a scheduled inspection at our St. Louis location finds the car not to your liking,
we will refund your deposit with no questions asked. If you are the high bidder and unable to
inspect said vehicle before auction close, you or an agent will have seven 7 days to inspect said
vehicle after the close of auction. I encourage a physical inspection strongly to avoid any
misunderstandings or representations. All disputes arising out of or resulting from this sale
shall be finally determined by binding arbitration in St. Louis, Missouri in accordance with the
commercial rules of arbitration of the American Arbitration Association. The arbitration shall be
carried out by one or more arbitrators in accordance with said rules. Any award shall be
enforceable in any court of competent jurisdiction in the same manner as judgments. This
agreement to arbitrate shall survive the sale of the automobile described herein. Buyer and
Seller hereby agree that Missouri law shall control for all purposes under this Bill of Sale. Buyer
and Seller hereby consent to the personal jurisdiction of the state and federal courts of Missouri
to specifically enforce the agreement to arbitrate and to enter judgment of and enforce the
award of the arbitrator. All above terms and conditions are applied to vehicle sales, whether
through EBay or otherwise. Purchaser cannot make any claims of ownership to said vehicle
without payment in full. The buyer has seven 7 days from close of auction to inspect the
vehicle. If an inspection or decision takes longer than seven days and you find the vehicle not
to your liking, your deposit will be forfeited and the car will be relisted. Final payment must be
received within ten 10 days of the auction close. The refundable deposit only applies if you or
an agent inspect said vehicle in St. Louis and find it not to your liking. This includes title
transfer, inventory tax, holding costs, vehicle preparation, storage and priority documentation
delivery. We are just being realistic; most of the cars we deal in are vintage and by their very
nature will need TLC and some degree of attention sooner or later. These are not new cars and
your expectation should not be of a perfect, new car. Once full payment has been received,
Seller will email or fax a copy of clear title, Bill of Sale, Buyers Guide and additional DMV forms
to the Buyer to sign and return via email or fax. The fully-executed forms must be returned to
the Seller prior to the shipment of said vehicle. Transportation For a quote on shipping
anywhere in the world, please feel free to email us at sales Motoexotica. We will give you an
estimated cost for open and enclosed transport or overseas. We are happy to accommodate our
international buyers! We take care of all the details and paperwork. All you have to do is collect
the car at your nearest port and enjoy! Please note that we are not a transport company and
only offer this service as a convenience to our customers. You are more than welcome to
arrange your own shipping. Transportation will commence only after final payment and signed
documentation are received. Financing We offer financing through many of the best lenders in
the industry. They are currently offering very attractive rates for all collector and special interest
automobiles. Call us at for additional details. The vehicle is offered with a right to a personal
inspection by any bidder or agent of any bidder. The vehicle is available for inspection prior to
bidding. If you are the high bidder and unable to inspect said vehicle before auction close, you
or an agent will have 7 days to inspect said vehicle after the close of auction. All used vehicles
should be assumed to have some degree of wear. No vehicle is perfect to everyone. Each
vehicle has its strengths, styles, tendencies and shortcomings. We have described the above
mentioned vehicle to the best of our ability. However, with all classic and exotic vehicles, the
condition is subjective. Please be advised that no oral or written statements concerning any
vehicle constitutes a representation or warranty of the condition of the said vehicle. We must be
notified in writing of your decision to return the vehicle within seven 7 days of your receipt of
said vehicle. The vehicle may not have more than 75 additional miles on the odometer from the
time it left our possession and be returned in the same condition that it left. You will also be
responsible for shipping the vehicle back to our shop at your expense. All Rights Reserved. All
other trademarks, names and anything else implied in this document are owned and protected
by their respective owners. Model YZF R6. Its running like never before, like it came right off the
lot. Unfortunately during the winter my future summer has taken a turn in another direction and
I must sell this bike. Model YZFX. The all-new YZFX offers YZF championship-winning
technology in a light and powerful machine built to win cross-country races: broad fuel-injected

power compact bilateral beam frame industry-leading suspension 18 inch rear wheel wide-ratio
six-speed transmission and electric start it's the new benchmark in cross-country race bikes.
Financing Information Please contact us today for your custom tailored rate and payment!
Warranty Please call for specific warranty details on this vehicle. Manufacturer rebates,
programs, bonus bucks and incentives have been deducted. Discounted prices from MRSP are
considered cash prices. Credit Cards may not be used to receive cash discounts. Financing is
available with approved credit. Final price does not include taxes, title or license. You are
responsible for that in your state. This is for sale in our showroom. We reserve the right to
cancel all bids and end auction early if it sells before auction ends. Please note that while every
effort goes into assuring the accuracy of every item, price and description that we post, human
errors can and do occur. As such, your participation by bidding on an item or submitting a "Buy
It Now" order accepts this fact, and you agree not to hold Kirby's SuperSports responsible for
such errors. Any errors discovered and reported to us will be corrected as soon as possible. As
we are quite sure that most of our bidders have made at least one error along life's journey, we
appreciate your understanding of our position. Please pay as soon as possible. I will accept
deposit via credit card via phone or paypal. I will accept cash or Cashier's check for remaining
balance upon pickup. Financing is available for a small lien fee. If there is no Payment or
contact from the buyer within 7 days of auction close the item will be relisted and negative
feedback will be given. Full payment Required within 7 days of auction close. Disclaimer It is the
customer's sole responsibility to verify the existence and condition of any equipment listed. We
try our best to thoroughly describe the vehicle and its features, please contact us prior to
bidding on the vehicle if you have any questions about the vehicle. We are NOT responsible for
misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy
of the prices and equipment with the dealer. Pricing is subject to change without notice. In we
are celebrating our 50th anniversary. We are one of the largest powersport dealers in Mid
Western America. We sell new Honda's, Kawasaki's, Polaris's, and Yamaha's, we also specialize
in used bikes including Pre-owned Harley's. We do new and used trike conversions. For all your
parts, accessories, cycles, atv's, side x sides, or watercraft needs "We can hook you up"!
Questions Call: Model Zuma. Listing by Auction Got Gear Motorsports - Hwy. Got Gear
Motorsports Hwy. Our secure online application form is easy to complete, all you need are a few
personal and employment details. Click here to get started. Email SellerEmail to FriendComplete
and submit the form below to send a message to our dedicated sales team. Preferred
Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit the form below to send a link and your
message to a friend. This Zuma is absolutely perfect in every way and needs nothing but a rider.
Great for around town fun, trips to the grocery or the perfect commuter to save on gas. The tall
windshield and hand guards are great protection from wind, bugs and road debris. Great
scooter at a great price so don't let it slip past! All shipping costs and arrangements are the
responsibility of the buyer although I will help any way I can. Please read the "Terms" tab and
ask questions prior to bidding to ensure we're all on the same page. Thank you for looking and
good luck! Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase
this vehicle. Please read eBay's User Agreement Got Gear Motorsports reserves the right to,
Obtain and verify the registered information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and
all bids at our discretion, or end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18
years of age or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting
a Bid" If you place a bid before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid
before that last hour period but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to
retract that bid during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour
period of the auction: You will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but
only if you do so within one hour after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Got Gear Motorsports
has done our best to disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Got Gear
Motorsports welcomes a buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please
make sure you inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers
responsibility. Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as
is". Manufacturers warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or
phone Andrew at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration
fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full
in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If

payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. Got Gear Motorsports will help with shipping arrangements but will not be
responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility
for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are
provided by Got Gear Motorsports as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any
claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the
shipper, not with Got Gear Motorsports. The amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on
the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is
delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure.
Finalizing your Purchase: Got Gear Motorsports will contact the successful high bidder by
e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST communicate with Andrew at Got
Gear Motorsports by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the auction ending to make
arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the
sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other
qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire
transfer, cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is
released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must be signed
and returned complete to Seller. Auction, Inc. However, Auction The purchaser or prospective
purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad.
Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! Image Hosting and
Counters by: Auction The FJR sets the benchmark against which all other supersport tourers
are measured. State-of-the-art innovations include electronic cruise control a traction control
system drive-mode that lets you select the performance character meter panel design with
advanced styling and function and an aerodynamic front fairing design for improved airflow and
comfort. If you're serious about supersport touring you found your destination. Completely
re-engineered just last year with new EFI engine an entirely new frame minimized body work
and new suspension components providing for excellent mass centraliza
dump trailer pump wiring diagram
2002 lincoln ls fuse box
2002 nissan altima flywheel bolt socket
tion and class leading power with style handling. The critics agree: the YZF is the one to beat.
And unlike anything else. That's because it's the world's first production motorcycle with a
crossplane crankshaft. Resulting in incredibly smooth power delivery and outrageous torque
for a rush like never before. From the track to the street the R1 truly is "the 1". Lawrenceville,
GA. Burnet, TX. Carthagena, OH. Fairbury, IL. Greenwood, IN. Rock Springs, WY. Alpharetta,
GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha. Year Make Yamaha
Model Yr1. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model -. Category Engine 80 Posted Over 1 Month. Louis, Missouri. Year Make Honda Model -. Category - Engine
cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Request Price Whittier, California. Year Make
Yamaha Model Zuma. Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. Category Beta Mopeds 1 Sport Bikes 1. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

